Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling and simulation of rosuvastatin using an extension of the indirect response model by incorporating a circadian rhythm.
Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling and simulation enable the prediction of the effect of a medication in various situations in clinical practice. The aims of this study were to predict the relationships between the effect of rosuvastatin and various factors such as poor compliance, and morning and evening dosages, as well as the change in the pharmacokinetics of rosuvastatin. We characterized the PK/PD model of plasma mevalonic acid (MVA) profiles after rosuvastatin administration and simulated the plasma MVA concentration in various dosage regimens. The plasma rosuvastatin and MVA concentrations reported by Martin et al. were used as the source of PK/PD modeling data. For each simulation, a summary parameter, the area under the plasma MVA concentration-time curves for 24 h in the steady state (AUEC(24)), was used to characterize the time course of each endpoint. To estimate the influence of PK parameters on rosuvastatin effects, the AUEC(24) reduction ratio of baseline levels was simulated from the 0.33-3.0-fold value of each PK parameter estimate. The AUEC(24) reduction ratio was 7.7% lower after morning administration than after evening administration. The changes in the PK parameters more prominently affected the AUEC(24) reduction ratio after morning administration than after evening administration. The simulated plasma MVA concentrations almost reached their baseline levels in the case of patients who forgot to take rosuvastatin. These results suggest that the parameters can be used to determine the effective rosuvastatin dosage regimen.